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ABSTRACT

In this LBD, we present several Apps for playing while learning music or for learning music while playing. The core of all the games is based on the good performance of the real-time audio interaction algorithms developed by the ATIC group at Universidad de Málaga (SPAIN).

1. INTRODUCTION

The Serious Game concept is used to describe games designed to serve an additional purpose to that of pure entertainment: attaining specific learning outcomes, psychological or physical stimulation or skill by education, advertising, training or simulation. Even before the wide success of computer games, the term serious game had been introduced in [2] and nowadays is well known. Consequently, gaming technologies are becoming more and more important because they provide serious games with state-of-the-art technologies to better serve the serious game purposes: augmented reality, 3D modeling, virtual reality, etc. and, of course, music information retrieval.

In this LBD, we present how the ATIC group [1] is using some of the audio transcription algorithms developed through the years [4], [3], [5], to serve in serious games for music learning. In this research group, there are not only people with technical and scientific knowledge, but also people with professional music knowledge. This fact has made possible the implementation of serious games for music learning that are beginning to be used in some Music Schools.

2. APPS FOR MUSIC LEARNING WHILE PLAYING

In this section, we present several Apps in which several of our music information retrieval algorithms are used.

2.1 Sing’n ’Colour

In this App, available at the Apple’s App Store, the users learn music while coloring different scenes and objects by singing. Each color is associated to a musical note. The aim is to sing the notes correctly to color the pictures in the way the player is indicated at the beginning of each exercise. The number of different colors to sing depends on the level of difficulty. This game is well suited for small children. They only need to tune properly a note, without constraints regarding when and for how long the note should be sung.

Figure 1. Sing’n’Colour App screenshots. Available at App Store https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/singncolour-learning-music/id668360474?mt=8

2.2 Sing & Draw

Sing & Draw is an interactive music learning game designed to guide you to learn how to sing musical notes in tune while creating your own drawing. The player has to sing in tune, in any octave, one of the seven notes: C/Do,
D/Re, E/Mi, F/Fa, G/Sol, A/La, B/Si, to select the color while drawing by swiping the finger on the screen. The color depends on the pitch, i.e., on the sung notes, regardless the words of the sung song.

Figure 2. Sing & Draw screenshots. Available soon at App Store.

2.3 Sing & Eat (CantaCome)
CantaCome (Sing & Eat) is an interactive music game to help you learn to tune musical notes as you play. The cow moves according to the musical note sung: C, D, E, F, G, A, B. There are no note figures and the audio engine recognizes these seven notes.

Figure 3. Sing & Eat App screenshots. Available at App Store https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/canta-come-pro/id927300006?mt=8

2.4 Note Hunters
In this case, the game can detect a wider range of notes than in previous Apps, from MIDI=55 (G2) to MIDI=77 (F4). In the interface, a pentagram is included with the corresponding note figures. There are no measures separation though. The game is suited for kids’ and women’s voices or for men who are able to sing in those frequencies. Stella, the character, flies up or down depending on the note that the player signs.

2.5 Magical Music
This last serious game is the most evolved one regarding musical notation and performance. This game offers a complete correct musical notation including note figures and measure division. Even more, the game offers the possibility of choosing the type of voice (kid, women and men) so that the MIDI notes range is adapted to the singer (player).

Figure 4. Note Hunters screenshots. Available soon at App Store and Google play.

Figure 5. Magical Music screenshots. Available soon at App Store and Google play.

3. CONCLUSIONS
Several Apps for music learning have been presented. Depending on the age and the users’ skill, a different one can be used for learning or improving several music skills while playing. The success of all of them relies on a nice graphical interface, a good adaptation of pedagogical method for music learning and on the performance of the real-time audio interaction algorithms developed by the ATIC Research Group.
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